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EUROPEAN REFORM TREATY (ERT) 
 

Resurgence is committed to a Europe for the Common Good based on subsidiarity and solidarity – a 

European Common Weal.  This supposes a looser and simpler structure based on sovereign nation states, but 

still requiring a constitution or set of rules. 

 

For the present and near future we should accept that the nation state is our primary identity but that we have 

a common shared European heritage based on and forged by a Christian ethos.  The Catholic Church must be 

acknowledged as the architect of much of the western civilising culture that we hold dear. 

 

A Federal State or United States of Europe is not achievable at the present and may never be achieved unless 

the big Countries fragment into their component regions, when it might enable a Europe of the Regions.  We 

believe that this is the ultimate plan of the European Commission. 

 

In 1992 Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger (now Pope Benedict XVI) pointed out that the European Union (EU) is 

built on the twin pillars of democracy and a free market economy, but that these freedoms were not bringing 

about a renewal in moral virtue and responsibility.  Democracy must be based on absolute and unchanging 

core values, which are ethical, such as the sanctity of all human life or the rule of just and reasonable law. 

 

On the reconsecration of Europe to the Blessed Virgin Mary in 1997 at the Shrine of Our Lady of Europe in 

Gibraltar, Pope John Paul II sent a message which said;  It is appropriate that there should be a shrine that 

will help Europe recall its Christian heritage and inspire all who come to pray there to build the future of the 

continent on that solid foundation. Only a strengthening of the spiritual and moral values rooted in ‘the truth 

of the gospel’ (Gal 2:5) can guarantee that the Europe of the third millennium will be a place of harmony, 

peace, freedom and respect for life and human dignity. 

 

This year, on the Feast of the Annunciation, Benedict XVI told Europe’s Leaders that their efforts to build an 

EU without Christianity and without moral values are doomed to failure.  He also warned that with fewer 

children being born, Europe seemed to be walking along a path that could lead to its departure from history. 

 

The next European treaty is likely to be a treaty too far in terms of further European integration.  The June 

summit meeting of the EU Council has wasted the opportunity to pause and take stock of the progress made 

in the fifty years since the Treaty of Rome in 1957.  The rejection of the draft European Constitution by the 

Netherlands and France, which resulted in a stalling of the process, should have been the signal to reflect on 

the direction that the EU was going and also at the speed with which changes were being made. 
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Instead, the politicians have ignored genuine public concerns to press on regardless with the European 

Project.  The State Leaders are papering over the cracks of disagreement.  The European Presidency 

communiqué still refers to promoting ‘unity in diversity’ [even though this proposed European motto has 

been abandoned] as if the many fundamental differences can be a solid foundation for further integration and 

expansion.  They would have done well to refer to their Bibles, especially Chapter 2 of the Book of Daniel. 

 

The future of Europe cannot be built on feet of iron and clay, which do not mix.  Likewise neo-liberal 

economics cannot mix with state-protectionism; atheistic-secularism cannot mix with (Christian) religious 

morals and values; and moral relativism [each person or state deciding what is good or evil, right or wrong]  

cannot mix with ethics based on constancy [natural God given enduring and traditional truths and values].  

These are the fault lines that are being papered over and which will not go away but will keep reappearing. 

 

Instead of pressing on with the Project there needs to be a period of consolidation and stability so that the 

weak get stronger, a shared vision for the future emerges and resulting from that a common agenda can be 

agreed.  It may take another two or three generations before our grand-children think of themselves as 

primarily Europeans above any other loyalty.  Instead of reform the focus should be on renewal. 

 

The European Federalists (funded by the European Commission) are pressing for the creation of a federal 

state.  The European Constitution is, like the Euro currency, a necessary component for a federal state.  The 

impasse caused by the two national referenda that rejected it, was to be overcome and overcome quickly by 

holding a European wide referendum on the Constitution on the same day as the European Parliamentary 

elections in 2009.  Now, how can anyone disagree with this eminently democratic proposal?  The principle of 

a double majority would apply.  Europe would be one big constituency and by voting on the same day people 

in individual countries would not be influenced by the vote in other countries.  If the majority of EU citizens 

voted for the Constitution it would be implemented.  Those countries that voted against the Constitution 

would have to apply to opt-out, but the Constitution would be in place. 

 

This proposal is a Trojan horse.  It is much more difficult to opt-out than to join-in.  A country like the UK 

that has stayed outside the Euro currency Zone and the Schengen Area; has already got opt-outs and will not 

implement the European Charter of Fundamental Rights (ECFR); and has further red-lines that cannot be 

crossed will find itself increasingly distanced from the main-stream European Federation.  It will be more out 

than in. 

 

The outcome of the EU Council summit will not satisfy the Federalists but neither will it satisfy the sceptics 

of the European Project.  The outcome of these deliberations is a camel instead of the horse that was the 

objective.  The decisions taken are a political fudge that is intended to deceive.  The Constitution is dead, long 

live the Constitution. 

 

Just like WWII (don’t mention the War) and Religion we can now add the Constitution to the Euro Politically 

Correct List of banned subjects.  The Leaders say that an Inter Governmental Conference (IGC) will draw up 

a European Reform Treaty (ERT) which will amend the existing treaties with a view to enhancing the 

efficiency and democratic legitimacy of the enlarged EU as well as the coherence of its external action.  The 

Constitution is abandoned and the ERT will introduce into the existing treaties - which remain in force – the 

innovations resulting from the IGC 2004. 

 

These innovations are set out in detail in the 32 page communiqué as a mandate, so we know exactly what the 

ERT will contain.  The existing Treaty on the European Union (TEU) will be amended but keep its present 

name and the Treaty establishing the European Community (TEC) is to be termed the Treaty on the 

functioning of the Union (TFEU), resulting in the EU having a single legal personality.  The word 

Community will be replaced by the word Union so that the Union replaces and succeeds the Community.  For 

the past few years we have had a split personality and it is no wonder that we are confused.  They are playing 

with words here. 
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It is stated that these two treaties will not have a constitutional character and we are told that they deal with 

institutional arrangements even though the new office of President is created.  The intended consequence is 

that a treaty does not require a referendum.  However, the ERT is, with some minor exceptions, exactly the 

same as the draft Constitution.  Bertie Ahern, the Irish Taoiseach, has confirmed that 90% of the Constitution 

will be in the ERT.  He has got to be honest because once again the Irish will hold a referendum. 

 

It is also worth noting that Bertie Ahern, speaking in the Dail, has attacked aggressive secularism and 

defended the role of religion in society saying that it had a prominent role to play in the functioning of the 

State; There are people in society who believe religion, of any kind, has no part to play and they are not shy 

about making their voices heard either.  As an individual, never mind as Taoiseach, I am not afraid to voice 

my views in response.  Their views stick in my craw, quite frankly, and I am entitled to offer my views in 

response to them. 

 

So what is left out of the ERT?  Well there will be no mention of the symbols of the EU such as the flag, 

anthem or the motto.  The ECFR will not be incorporated but will still be legally binding by a cross-reference 

clause.  The rest is playing with words.  Terms like “law” and “framework law” will be abandoned and 

existing denominations like “regulations”, “directives” and “decisions” are retained.  The Union Minister for 

Foreign Affairs will be called the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy. 

 

All the other contentious matters from the draft Constitution are retained, such as primacy of EU Law but 

under the guise of a Declaration recalling the existing case law in the EU Court of Justice.  The qualified and 

double majority voting proposals are retained and weighted in favour of the Commission and against the 

blocking minority (since when has 75% been a minority).  The references to subsidiarity and solidarity are 

retained from the Constitution but the distinct feeling is that they have a different meaning from the original 

concepts outlined in Catholic Social Teaching.  In particular the European concept of subsidiarty turns it on 

its head.  The list is much longer. 

 

The ERT will provide for measures concerning family law with cross-border implications to be established.  

It is not clear what the implications of this are.  The communiqué calls for further strengthening of the four 

freedoms of the single internal market (free movement of goods, persons, services and capital).  There has 

long been a concern that lumping persons into this provision is dehumanising as it treats people as a 

commodity, resource or utility.  The Commission pays no regard to the consequences of the mass movement 

of people, leaving local government to pick up the pieces.  The ERT does not define Europe’s external 

boundaries or address the limit of expansion.  The communiqué does not address the concerns relating to the 

accession of Turkey or the desire of some to include the North African countries.  There is a vague reference 

to cooperation with Euromed partners. 

 

If the terms right to life, the family, rights of the child, subsidiarity and solidarity are not clearly defined the 

Commission (EC), Parliament (EP) and Court of Justice (ECJ) will continue to spread their errors and pursue 

their own agendas. 

 

We have already seen perverse European Court of Human Rights decisions on an abortion action brought 

against the Polish Government; the blocking of a Slovakian-Vatican treaty on doctors right of conscience not 

to perform abortions, on the unfounded basis that there is an International and EU human right to abortion; a 

physical attack by socialist MEPs on a Polish pro-life exhibition at the EP; and the same MEPs passing a 

motion in the EP attacking Poland for its traditional family policies even though it was beyond their 

competence. 

 

In 2004 the Italian, Rocco Buttiglone, Commissioner for Justice and Home Affairs was hounded out of office 

because of his traditional family and pro-life views.  In 2006 the EP vice-president, Mario Mauro, highlighted 

the unfair anti-church policy of the EP saying that MEPs were confusing religion and fundamentalism;  
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Over the last ten years the EP has accused the Catholic and Orthodox churches of violating human rights on 

more than thirty occasions, but not once has it brought similar accusations against states such as China or 

Cuba.  Certain countries are trying to build a society without God and this is bringing very serious problems.  

Those who oppose the participation of churches in European public life may become a source of destruction 

for the political project of a united Europe. 

 

This general anti-church stance by the EP goes hand-in-hand with the Commission’s pressure brought on 

countries like Malta, Poland and Ireland which have protection for the unborn child. 

 

The purported unity is put to one side whenever Spain vetoes the inclusion of Gibraltar in EU directives.  

They are allowed to get away with it and the French secular veto never fails. If they are serious about the EU 

the Spanish should be good neighbours and stop harassing Gibraltar in their attempts to overturn the 300 year 

old Treaty of Utrecht.  The French need to get over their Revolution of over 200 years ago.  Secularism in 

France should be established and secure by now, but then perhaps it is not. 

 

Meanwhile in Germany, Roman Herzog, a former President of Germany claims that the EU is destroying 

democracy. 82% of German laws are agreed by the EU Council of Ministers and not the German Parliament.  

He questions whether Germany can still call itself a parliamentary democracy.  The baulk of EU law is simply 

rubberstamped by EU Ministers once the Eurocrats in the Commissions 3000 committees have agreed on 

them.  This is part of a gradual transfer of power going unnoticed because the traditional institutions in each 

state keep their old names so that citizens do not get alarmed. 

 

Anyone who has visited the European Quarter in Brussels cannot fail to notice how extensive it is.  This is not 

the lean administration that we are led to believe.  Much of the paperwork coming out of the Commission is 

gobbledegook.  There is also an avalanche of it making it difficult for member state parliaments to scrutinize 

it properly.  As the saying goes – the devil is in the detail.  To be sure, we can say with some certainty that the 

Devil has a suite of offices in the Berlaymont. 

 

There is no control over the billions of Euros the EU handles each year.  For twelve years in a row the Court 

of Auditors has refused to approve the accounts because of material errors and irregularities.  The EU 

accounts break all the rules it imposes on others.  The Commission has more than twice the number of 

employees than it thinks it has.  They claim 25,000 staff but researchers have tracked down more than 54,000 

workers. 

 

To test the E-pulse let us take another look at Ireland.  The Irish have been amongst the most enthusiastic 

supporters of the EU.  Although the Irish media are unquestionably pro-EU, the Irish people are not uncritical 

and demonstrated this by rejecting the Treaty of Nice.  The Irish Government then used this to ensure that 

even with the accession of the new Eastern European member states, they would still be the main beneficiary 

of European funds.  On a second referendum the Nice Treaty was then agreed. 

 

The Irish are now questioning even more the actions of the European Commission.  The Irish Farmers 

Association has accused the Commission of a cover-up concerning the import of Brazilian beef.  Following a 

visit to Brazil they have called for a total ban on imports after identifying risks to food safety and animal 

health.  The Commission’s response was defensive and totally negative. 

 

Irish politician, Charlie McCreevy, who is a European Commissioner has blasted the Commission over its tax 

plans claiming that they could wreck the Irish economy.  In a damming speech at a business lunch in Dublin 

he claimed that they were using an underhand tactic to destroy tax competition in Europe with most of the tax 

revenues going to the bigger countries like France and Germany.  He used terms like sinister idea, long-term 

hidden agenda, Trojan horse and charade during the speech and suggested deliberate deception by the EU 

with the Commission taking control of taxation.  This was the first time that an Irish politician has made such 

an attack on the EU which went far beyond tax matters. 
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Claiming a power grab he lambasted the past 50 years of EU history and the reality of the institutional 

continuity of the Commission and its culture.  He said, no matter how often certain proposals might be turned 

down, the officials sneak them out in different guises.  The speech by a person of such standing should have 

made headlines but it was little reported. 

 

The Commission seem to be building the New Jerusalem founded on sex, drugs and rock and roll.  Surely 

not!  Pornography and sodomy promoted by the EC.  Never?  Well, yes.  The Commissioner from 

Luxembourg in charge of formation society and media appears in a video clip (Film lovers will love this) on 

EUtube promoting an abstract of soft porn and sodomy sex produced by her services.  Her spokesman 

explained that film production, including of a pornographic nature, is part of the promotion policy of cultural 

diversity and artistic creativity, highlighting Europe’s tradition of rich cinema.  This compilation of extracts 

are from the films financed by the Commission under the MEDIA programme and as if emphasising the 

European motto is called,  Let’s come together. 

 

In the UK we have been denied referenda on the previous European treaties.  That must change.  Resurgence 

is committed to the principle of holding a referendum on the ERT and on every subsequent European treaty.  

The rules for the referendum must be crystal clear and set the minimum turnout required for a valid vote, the 

percentage required for an affirmative vote and the proviso that a No vote means No, so that we do not have a 

situation of repeat referendums until the desired result is achieved. 

 

The limited lip-sevice to ‘cultural, religious and humanist inheritance’ is retained in the ERT, but this is not 

good enough.  The ERT is the Constitution in everything but name.  There must be a preamble that recognises 

our Christian roots as well as focusing the minds of the members of the Executive, Legislature and Judiciary 

that they are accountable to a higher authority. 

 

Benedict XVI has stated that he is not an absolute monarch, but is the servant of the servants of God.  A 

similar statement should be included in any Constitutional Treaty.  Such as, the European Commission is the 

servant of the servants (European Parliament) of the Citizens of Europe.  This might help to concentrate the 

minds of the Eurocrats. 

 

The Party constitution adopted by Resurgence is based on an adaptation of the Preamble in the Irish 

Constitution.  This preamble is a beautiful worded prayer which states “In the Name of the Most Holy Trinity, 

from Whom is all authority and to Whom, as our final end all actions of both men and States must be referred; 

We the People etc…..do hereby adopt and give to ourselves this constitution”. 

 

The whole of the preamble would adapt easily to the European Constitution.  Now that would do nicely, thank 

you very much. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Paul Kennedy 

Leader 

Resurgence 
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